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ISOMETRY INVARIANT CLOSED GEODESIC ON

A NONPOSITIVELY CURVED MANIFOLD

TETSUNORI KUROGP

§ 0. Introduction

In this paper we wish to study the isometry invariant geodesic on a
non-positively curved manifold from a point of view of the displacement
function.

For an isometry / on a compact connected Riemannian manifold M
a geodesic c is called /-invariant geodesic if f(c(t)) = f(c(t + 1)) for any
t e R. And one point geodesic is called a trivial geodesic. (This is also
a fixed point of /.) The isometry invariant geodesic was introduced by
K. Grove ([5]) who studied it by using the infinite dimensional critical
point theory and the Gromoll-Meyer type theorem was proved by Grove
and Tanaka (cf. [7], [11], [12]). At the same time the good results were
obtained for πx(M) = 1 (cf. [3], [6]). However for πx(M) Φ 1 the mathe-
matical phenomena for such a geodesic is not the same as the above case
(cf. [1], [4], [6]). Here our method is different from their case because
our manifold is topologically very simple but πx(M) Φ 1. Our motivation
comes from the works of T. Sunada (cf. [9], [10]) and V. Ozols ([8]).

In this paper we always assume that M is a compact connected
manifold with nonpositive sectional curvature. Let F(f) be the fixed point
set of an isometry / on M. For the existence problem of such a geodesic
the case of #F(/) < oo (finite fixed points) is essential because (1) if F(f)
= φ, there always exists such a geodesic (2) if dim (F(f)) ^ 1, then F(f)
is a totally geodesic submanifold of M which implies the existence (in
particular it is a /-fixed geodesic).

Thus our first main result is as follows

EXISTENCE CRITERION THEOREM. Let f be an isometry of finite order
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92 TETSUNORI KUROGI

k ( ^ 1), let F(f) = {PuPz, - - -,Pr} be the set of the finite fixed points of f

and GPί = {μ°fί °μ~x\μ 6 Γ) where a covering isometry ft of f has a fixed

point on the fibre of pt and Γ = π^M), then the following statements are

mutually equivalent

(1) There does not exist a non-trivial f-invariant geodesic.

(2) fk = l for any covering isometry f of f.

(3) The set of the covering isometries of f is just Ur

ί=1 GVi.

Since / has the finite order k, every non-trivial /-invariant geodesic
is closed. This assumption is not so special because the Bochner's theo-
rem implies that every isometry has a finite order under the condition of
the negative Ricci curvature.

Now let Geo (M, f) be the set of the /-invariant closed geodesies. Then
in a natural sense Geo(M,/) = Urerfl&: where gfr] is the set of the free
homotopic closed geodesic corresponding to the conjugate class [ϊ] for
TeΓ. And let Crit(/) be the set of dj-critical points for the distance
function dj(x) = d(x, f(x)) for an isometry f on M which is the universal
covering space of M. For any covering isometry / of / with p = 1 we have
fk = γ for some T e Γ and so let Gr be the set of the covering isometries
/ with fk = 7. Now we define an equivalence relation on Gr such that
~f ~ g for any /, g in Gr if and only if there exists ξ e Γγ with g = ξ°f°ξ~ί^
We write the equivalence class of / by </>.

STRUCTURE THEOREM Let f be an isometry of finite order. Then q(rl

is homeomorphic to U</> Crit (f)/Γf where feGr and Γf = {ΐ e Γ\T of = foγ}.

Thus we have Geo (M,f) is homeomorphic to {JreΓ U</> Crit (f)/Γp More-

over the above homeomorphism is a diffeomorphism if each Crit(/) is a

submanίfold without boundary.

This structure theorem is an extension of the Sunada's one ([10]) to

the case of Zfc-action. Moreover we have the similar theorem for a

general isometry / in Section 2.

And Section 3 provides an interesting example.

The author would like to thank Professor Y. Shikata for his constant
encouragement with the author's whole heart. And the author is grateful
to Professor T. Sunada and Professor M. Tanaka for many valuable dis-
cussions and comments.
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§ 1. Existence

Let M be a compact connected manifold with nonpositive sectional

curvature and / be an isometry of M. Here we use the following nota-

tions.

M: the universal covering space of M, π: M —> M is the canonical

projection.

/: a covering isometry of /.

Crit(/): the set of all critical points of d}(x) = d2(x,f(x)) where d is

the Riemannian distance function on M.

F(f): the fixed point set of /.

Note that F(f) c Crit (/). The following theorem was proved by

Ozols ([8]).

LEMMA 1 (Ozols's theorem).

(1) x e Crit (/) — F(f) if and only if f preserves the minimizing geodesic

from x to f(x).

(2) If F(f) Φ φ, then Crit (/) = F(f).

(3) If ξ: M-^M is an isometry, then Crit(f o/of-1) = f(Crit(/)).

If c is an /-invariant geodesic, then there exists a lifted geodesic c

which is /-invariant for some covering isometry /, conversely if c is an

/-invariant geodesic for some covering isometry f, then the projection π ° c

is /-invariant. Thus the above (1) suggests us to look into Crit (/) for

the existence of the /-invariant geodesic. Of course since M is non-

compact Crit (/) = φ is possible. However we can prove the following

lemma.

LEMMA 2. Let f be an isometry of M, then Crit (/) Φ φ for any covering

isometry f of /.

Proof. For any covering isometry h we prove that d^(x) = d(x, h(x))

has a minimum on M. Without loss of generality we can assume inf dΓι

= 0, if not we consider dκ — a where a = inidri > 0. Let {xn} C M be a

sequence such that lim^^ da(xn) = inf dh = 0. For a fixed xeM and for

the number r = 2(the diameter of M) the set {xe M\d(x, x0) ^ r} is com-

pact. And so we can find Tne Γ such that d(ϊn(xn), x0) < r for every n ^ 1,

thus {ϊn(xn)} has a limit point, say y. For a sufficiently large n, d(h(xn), xn)

TnΎniXn), Ύn{x<n)) is near inf da = 0 and so ϊnhϊ~\y) is contained
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9 4 TETSUNORI KUROGI

in a sufficient small neighborhood of y. On the other hand for any given
b > 0 and for any fixed xeM, the set {g\g is a covering isometry of/
such that d(x, g(x)) <̂  b} is a finite set because £ is a covering isometry.
Thus there exists ToeΓ such that rnhϊ-\y) = rQhϊό\y) for infinitely many
7z. Then inf d̂  is attained at ΐό^y). This implies Crit (Λ) =£ ̂  for any
covering isometry h of /. Q.E.D.

By (2) of Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 we have two possibilities as follows
(a) F(f) = φ and Crit (/) Φ φ
(b) F(f) = 0 and so Crit (/) = F(f).

Thus in order to get the existence theorem we must control the F{f). As
to the information of F(f) there is the E. Cartan's theorem.

LEMMA 3 (E. Cartan) ([2]). Every compact group of isometries of a
complete simply connected Riemannian manifold with nonpositive sectional
curvature has a fixed point

Now we say "/-translated geodesic" if an /-invariant geodesic is not
fixed identically.

PROPOSITION 1. There does not exist a non-trivial f-translated geodesic
if the group generated by the covering isometries of f is compact

PROPOSITION 2. If Γj Φ 1 for some covering isometry f where Γj =
{μβ Γ\μof = foμ}9 there exists a non-trivial f-translated geodesic or a non-
trivial f-fixed geodesic.

Proof. First of all we note the known result that F(f) is connected

([2]).

Proof of Proposition 1. If there is a non-trivial /-translated geodesic
c, then we have a non-trivial /-invariant geodesic c covering c for some
covering isometry /. If c is not identically fixed by /, c(0) = x e Crit (/)
— F(f) which contradicts (2) of Lemma 1 because F(f) Φ φ by Lemma 3.
iSince F(f) is connected there are only identically fixed geodesies.

Proof of Proposition 2. By the hypothesis there is a non-trivial μ^Γj
such that μofoμ-1 =f. Suppose that / has a fixed point p, then μ(p) = q
is also a fixed point of / because f(q) = μ°f°μ~ί(μ(p)) = μ(p) = Q Since
μ has no fixed point, q is distinct from p. If #F(/) < oo, then this is
impossible because F(f) is connected. Thus by Lemma 2 we have the
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case (a) which implies the existence of a non-trivial /-translated geodesic

by (1) of Lemma 1. The other case is dim F(f) >̂ 1 and so there exists

a non-trivial /-fixed geodesic. Q.E.D.

In the proof of Proposition 2 we see the following fact

COROLLARY 1. Suppose §F(f) < oo, then F(f) = φ if Γf Φ 1.

PROPOSITION 3. Let f be an ίsometry of M which is homotopίc to the

identity. Then we have (1) there exists a covering ίsometry f such that it

is homotopic to the identity and dj(x) = d(x, f(x)) is constant and (2) /

has no fixed point with 0 < §F(f) < oo.

COROLLARY 2. If f is homotopic to the identity, then there exists a non-

trivial f-translated geodesic or a non-trivial f-fixed geodesic. (This has been

proved by Grove [6] in more general case.)

Proof. We prove Proposition 3.

By the covering homotopy property we can take a covering homotopy

H: Ix M->M such that H(0, •) - id^ and H(l, •) = / with πof = /o 7r.

Then we can see that / commutes with any ϊ e Γ. Consider (ϊ © Ht)(x),

(Ht o 7)(x) for any xe M, then these are paths starting at T(x). Since

π(7 © Ht) = π(Ht o Y) = Ft o π where Ft is the homotopy connecting iάM and

/, these paths are the lifts of (Ft o π)(x) at the same starting point T(x).

By the uniqueness of lifting we have ϊ o Ht = Ht o T for any (t, x) e IX M

which implies ΐ © / = / o γ. We show dj — constant for this f. Since M is

a covering space on which Γ acts as the covering transformation, there

is a fundamental domain V such that V is compact and there is ae Γ

with a(x) e V for each xeM. By the commutativity d(x, f(x)) = d(a(x),

<*(f(x))) = d(a(x), f(a(x))) and thus we have dj(x) < oo for any x e M be-

cause of the compactness of V. It is known that dj is a convex function

and so d~s is constant.

Next we prove the second part. As seeing in the proof of (1) there

is / such that / commutes with Γ. Since any covering isometry h of /

is obtained by h — a © / for some ae Γ, we have Γ ^ Φ 1 which implies

F(h) = φ by Corollary 1. However it is impossible because there exists

at least one covering isometry g with F(g) Φ φ.

Proof of Corollary 2. In the proof of (1) there is / such that / com-

mutes with Γ and so Γf Φ 1. We have the conclusion by Proposition 2.

Q.E.D.
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As looking in the introduction the existence problem is essential in

the case of #F(/) < oo. From now on we fix our consideration in this

case. If F(f) = {pup2, ,pr}, then there is a covering isometry ft such

that it has a fixed point on π~x(p^). Thus we consider the following cover-

ing isometry class

LEMMA 4. A covering isometry g of f has a fixed point if and only if

g e GPi for some i.

Proof. The fixed point of g must be in π~\pτ) for some /, now let it

be x. If y is a fixed point of fu h = 7°ft o Γ 1 is a covering isometry with

the fixed point x for T e Γ such that ϊ(y) = x. Thus g and h has the same

fixed point and so g = h by the uniqueness of covering. Therefore we

have g 6 GPi. Conversely it is almost same way to show that every ele-

ment of GVi for any ί has a fixed point. Q.E.D.

LEMMA 5. Let f be an isometry of finite order k ( ^ 1). Then a covering

isometry f of f has a fixed point if and only if fk = 1. (It is not necessary

the assumption of the finίteness of F(f).)

Proof. Suppose / has a fixed point but fk = ϊ ψ 1. Let x be a fixed

point of f, then x is also a fixed point of fk and so it is a fixed point of

ϊ. However this is impossible because ϊ is fixed point free. Conversely

if fk = l,f has a fixed point by Lemma 3. Q.E.D.

Thus we can set up the existence criterion as follows

EXISTENCE CRITERION THEOREM. Let f be an isometry of a nonpositίvely

curved compact manifold M such that fk = l for some integer k ^> 1 and

F(f) = {pup2, - - ,Pr}> then the following statements are mutually equivalent.

(1) There does not exist a non-trivial f-invariant geodesic.

(2) fk = l for any covering isometry f of f

(3) The set of covering isometries of f is just {Jr

i=1GPi.

In particular assume only the finiteness of the fixed point of f, then (1) and

(3) are equivalent.

Proof. (1) => (2). Suppose that there is a covering / with fk = 1, then

/ has no fixed point by Lemma 5 and so the case (a) occurs which implies

the existence of a non-trivial /-invariant geodesic. This is impossible.
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(2) => (3). If there is a covering f such that / $ IJί=i GPi9 f has no fixed

point by Lemma 4. However it is impossible by Lemma 5.

(3) => (1). Suppose that there exists a non-trivial /-invariant geodesic,

then the case (b) occurs by the same argument as Proposition 1. By

Lemma 4 it is impossible.

The second part is also same. Q.E.D.

§ 2. Structure

We use here the following notations.

Geo (M, f): the set of all /-invariant geodesies.

g(rΊ: the free homotopy class of Geo(M,/) corresponding to

the conjugate class [ϊ] of ϊ e Γ.

Then in a natural sense Geo (M, f) = (J r g£r] and we introduce it's

topology from Λ(M,f) which was used in [5], [7]. Here we consider the

relation between q(rl and Crit (/).

Let / be an isometry of finite order k (I> 1).

Gr: the set of covering isometries / with fk =7 (ϊ e Γ). Now we define

an equivalence relation on Gr such that / is equivalent g for any f, ge Gr

if and only if there is ξ e Γr with g = ξofoξ-\ The equivalence class of

/ is written by <f>.

The main theorem of this section is the following.

STRUCTURE THEOREM I. Let f be an isometry of finite order k on a

nonposίtίvely curved compact manifold M.

(1) If g£r] Φ φ for some ϊ e Γ, then $(rl is homeomorphic to U</> Crit (f)/Γj

where feGr and Γf = {aeΓ\aof = foa}.

(2) If each Crit (/) is a submanifold without boundary, then the home-

omorphίsm in (1) is a diffeomorphism.

Remark. Since Crit (/) is a totally geodesic submanifold with possibly

non-smooth boundary (see [8]), Q(T1 is also a submanifold with boundary

by the theorem. In particular the case of (2) implies that gfr] is a dif-

ferentiable manifold.

Of course it is clear gfr] = F(f) for ϊ = 1 and the structure of F(f)

is well known. Hence we assume ΐ Φ 1 from now.

First of all we construct a corresponding Φ: U Crit (/) -> gfΓ] for a

covering isometry f with fk = ϊ as follows, By Lemma 5 and (1) of Lemma

1 there exists an /-invariant geodesic cp (p e Crit (f), cp(0) = p) and so we
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put Φ(p) = π o cp = cx (x = cx(0)), then cx is an /-invariant geodesic and

moreover cx is a representation of [ϊ] because c\ is Γ-invariant, where cx(t)

= cx(kt), c%t) — cv{kt). Then it is easy to see the continuity of Φ.

LEMMA 6. For any /, geGr we have f ~ g if and only if Φ(Crit (/))

Proof If f~g in Gr, there is f e Γr with g — ξ°f°ξ~\ For any cxe

Φ(Crit (/)) there is p e Crit (/) with Φ(p) = cx and so there is an /-invari-

ant geodesic cp such that πoζp = cx. Then ξ(p) e Crit (ξ of of-1) = Crit(g)

by (3) of Lemma 1. Thus ξ(cp) = cζ(p) is a ^-invariant geodesic and Φ(ξ(p))

= πocHp) = cx which implies Φ(Cήt(f)) C Φ(Crit(£)). By the same argu-

ment we have Φ(Crit (g)) c Φ(Crit (/)) and so Φ(Crit (/)) = Φ(Crit (g)).

Conversely we have only to show that if / ηC g in Gr, then Φ(Crit (/)) Π

Φ(Crit (g)) = φ. If not, there is cx e Φ(Crit (f)) Π Φ(Crit (g)) such that there

are /-invariant cp and ̂ "-invariant cq with πocp = cx = πocq. Then there

is f e Γ such that ξ(cp) is a lift of cx through a point q = ξ(p) and thus

f (gp) = Cg because of the uniqueness of the lifting. On the other hand

since q = f(p) 6 Crit(f o/of-^ΠCri t^) , we have (ξofoξ-1)(q)=g(q) and

so ξofoξ-1 = g by the uniqueness of covering isometry. And fofof-1 =

f o/^f-1 = (ξofoξ-γ =gk = γ implies f e Γ r This contradicts f^g.

Q.E.D.

Remark. M. Tanaka kindly notified the author of this lemma and of

it's usefulness for proving Structure theorems I, II.

Proof of (1). Now we show that for any cx e g£r] there are h e Gγ and

an Λ-invariant geodesic cp with πocp = cx. Let cq be a lift of cx which

is an ̂ -invariant geodesic for some covering isometry g with gk — η (η e Γ).

Since π<>cq = cx is an element of gfr], ^6 [Γ] and so ^ = f oTΌf-1 for some

f e Γ . Put Λ = ξ~1ogoξ9 then heGr Now take an Λ-invariant geodesic

ĉ -i(g), then c€-i(g) is satisfied with πocζ-Hq) = cx. Finally by this fact and

Lemma 6 we have the surjection Φ: U</> Crit (/)-> gfr]. Next we show

that if Φ(p) = Φ(q) for any point p Φ qe Crit(/), then there exists μeΓf

such that μ(p) = q. Put cx = Φ{p) ( = Φ{q\ x = cx(0)) and let cp, cg are

the lifts of cx (cp(0) = p, cg(0) = q). Since the both lifts are /-invariant,

these are fk = Γ-invariant. Thus there exists μ e Γr such that μ(p) = q

by the fact discussed in [10]. By the way f~ίoμ°f = f for some f because

the covering isometry normalizes Γ. Since μ o f(p) = / o ^(p) at p, we have
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ξ(p) = μ(p) and so ξ = μ because Γ has no fixed point. Hence /oμ = μof

and Φ induce the one to one corresponding Φ: U</> Crit (f)/Γf —> g£r]. The

continuity of Φ and Φ"1 is clear from the construction. Q.E.D.

For the proof of (2) we need some lemmas. The next lemma is proved

as same as Theorem 1.3.8 in [8] and so we omit here the proof.

LEMMA 7. Suppose that Crit (/) satisfies the assumption of (2) in the

theorem. If Xp is a tangent vector of Crit (/) at p which is transversal to

the f-invariant geodesic cp, then the surface H: Rx (— ε, ε) -> Crit (/) defined

by H(s, t) = cexp (tχp)(s) is totally geodesic and it's curvature is zero.

LEMMA 8. Suppose that Crit (/) satisfies the assumption of (2) in the

theorem. Then Φ: Crit (/)-> Λ(M, f) is a smooth immersion.

Proof. Φ is a composition map of θ: Cΐit (f)-+Λ(M,f) and τr#: Λ(M,f)

-> A(M, f) defined ττ# o c(t) = π(c(t)). At first we show θ is smooth. Let β(p)

= cp, then we have only to prove Exp"1 o^oexp is smooth where (UP9 exp"1)

and (V~Cp, Exp-1) are local charts of p and cp. For any Xpe Tp(Cήt(f))

with exp (Xp) e Up, Exp"1 o θ o S ^ (Xp) = Exp"1 o % ) = Exp-1 (cβ) = ί is

H*(dldt)(s9 t) by using Lemma 7 and moreover X = H^(d/dt)(s9 0) is parallel

along cp and X(p) = Xp. Since X is parallel, it is determined uniquely

by Xp and Exp^ofloexp: X P ->X is linear injective which implies θ is

smooth and θ* is injective. Consequently Φ = ττ# o ^ is smooth because TΓ

is a covering map. Moreover by the injectivity of θ* and the uniqueness

of lift we have Φ is also a smooth immersion. Q.E.D.

Proof of (2). Since the smooth immersion Φ in Lemma 8 is actually

into gfr] and U<;> Crit (/)//> s βfr] by (1), Φ: U</> Crit (f)jΓj ~> gfr] c Λ(M, f)

is a smooth embedding. Thus gfr] becomes a submanifold of -/f(Λf, /) which

implies that Φ is a diffeomorphism. Q.E.D.

Remark. If M is a locally symmetric space of nonpositively curved,

then each Crit (/) is an analytic submanifold without boundary. And in

this case Crit (/) = Z°J(M)(f) x for x e Crit (f) where Z0

JiM)(f) is the identity

component of centralizer of f in I(M) and I(M) is the group of isometries

of M ([8]).

Until now our interest was "closed geodesies". However, the above

consideration is valid for a general isometry. And so we note the similar

structure theorem which was suggested by M. Tanaka.
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Let Gf be the set of all covering isometries of /, then we define an

equivalence relation in Gf as follows, f ~ g for any f, geGf if and only if

there is ξ e Γ such that g = ξ o /o ξ-\ Put Q[f] = {ce Geo (Af, /) | Each lift of

c is ξof oξ-^invariant for some ξeΓ}, then the corresponding Φ: Cήt(f)

—> &[/] is defined also as above. Now our statement is the following

STRUCTURE THEOREM II. Let f be an isometry on a compact non-

positiυely curved manifold. Then Φ: (J</> Crit (/)/-Γ/->β[/] is a homeo-

morphism and moreover it is a diffeomorphism if each Crit(/) is a sub-

manifold without boundary.

% 3. Example

Let M be a flat torus.

(1) / = τr/2 rotation. Assume the fig. 1 as M. Then F(f) = {pup2}t

/4 = 1 and π,(M) = Z x Z .

1/2

1/2

fig. 1

Any covering isometry / of / is

= M

where m, neZ. It is easy to check /4 = 1 which implies that there does

not exist a nontrivial /-invariant geodesic by our theorem. In this case

the set G of the covering isometries is as follows, G = GPl U GP2

m = n(2)\ =

GM = {[ί ~
where Λ(«) = [J ~J] •«, to = [J " J ] x + [ J ] and ΓΛ = Γh = {id}.
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(2) / = the reflection with respect to x-axis.

F(f) = X1UX29 X1 = {[*] -1/2^*^1/2} and

101

Any covering isometry f of / is

fix) — \ # + I xe R2 = M where m, ne Z.
LO — U In A

Now we see the property of the covering isometries. In this case

m = 0 if and only if f has a fixed point, and so the class Gid have the

fixed point.

n = 0 (2)

where

« - G _

Then gf13 = {one point invariant geodesies} = F(f) s Crit (f1)/ΓJl U

Crit(Λ)/ΓΛ.

On the other hand 'ύ m φ 0, f has no fixed point and so p = ϊ Φ 1.

In this case Γ is a following form, r(x) = x + ™ . Then Gr is

n = 0 (2)}

/l = 1 (2))

where
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The structure theorem implies

gfo = Crit (&)/Γ#1 U Crit (g2)/Γi2 for the above r .

More in detail Crit (gi) = ZEi2)(gt) x for x e Crit (gt) where E(2) = Euclidean

group of isometries of R2 (see Remark in § 2). Thus we have

Crit (gt) = {β, e E(2) | et(*) = x + [ J«], r, e i?}

and finally Cΐit (gi)IΓgi = S 1 (1-dimensional sphere). Therefore we have
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